
         For K-6 Mentees:  Thinking About the Holidays   

 

At this time of year, mentors often have questions about giving gifts.  The short and simple guidance is 

that you are not obligated to give a gift at this season. If you want to do so, our program encourages 

you to observe the guidelines about modest ($10-15) gifts in order to avoid awkwardness for the mentee 

or caregiver.  Feel free to consult your Mentor Director for ideas or guidance.  

Worries About Your Mentee’s Family There’s another approach to this time of year we’d like to 

suggest. First, a caution. At Seedling, we recognize the heartfelt worry and dismay of mentors who learn 

that their mentees and their families are in dire economic circumstances.  Please allow us to recommend 

against the idea of engaging your workplace in collaborating to adopt the family. While this idea may 

seem generously perfect in the spirit of the season, it risks compromising the family’s confidentiality and 

privacy. Your Mentor Director can help you talk this over. 

Cultivating Gratitude The holidays can provide other kinds of opportunities to enrich your relationship 

as well, like having a meaningful conversation about gratitude. Research confirms that focusing on 

strengths can improve a person’s life considerably.  Cultivating gratitude, a practice that focuses on 

strengths, can reduce the stressors associated with the holidays or life in general, for youth as well as 

for adults. This link for a parenting article offers some good insight into how adults can foster gratitude 

without guilt in young people:  

http://greatergood.berkeley.edu/article/item/seven_ways_to_foster_gratitude_in_kids ] 

Your Greatest Gift Your time is the greatest gift you can give, though we know that to a young person 

who is excited about receiving presents, this may not seem true! Think of something small, inexpensive, 

and meaningful, if you decide to give an actual present. One of the best gifts to give is an experience: 

 Making artwork (that perhaps you take and glaze or frame) 

 Making cards or other art pieces for each other 

 Bringing in a kit or supplies for something your mentee can continue working on at home 

 Putting together an iTunes playlist and burning a CD are all activities that continue to build 

your friendship while also being a little more special 

http://greatergood.berkeley.edu/article/item/seven_ways_to_foster_gratitude_in_kids


Remember that a gift is a gift.   If you’re considering an actual physical gift, take care. There are 

different guidelines for mentoring relationships than those for other personal relationships.  Here are 

some quick cautions: 

1. If you give a gift, your mentee gets to choose what to do with it. Some mentors become disappointed 

or resentful if their mentee doesn’t use the gift as intended or if the gift becomes lost or damaged. 

If you let negative feelings about the gift enter your relationship, that thinking can damage other 

parts of the mentoring experience. While we hope you will not feel this disappointment, your Mentor 

Director can help you process these feelings and offer the perspective that you are respecting your 

mentee’s individuality and voice. 

2. Gift-receiving is not necessarily comfortable for mentees.  They may be unaccustomed to opening 

a wrapped gift or may not know how to express gratitude.  

3. Consider the role of the caregiver.  You would not want to make parents or guardians feel unable 

to provide for their child or to create discord among siblings. 

4. Select a gift that is not about what you think the child needs or what the child or his family could 

never obtain without you.  It should be respectfully modest and focus on the meaningfulness of your 

relationship. 

 


